Supporting Phonics at home

What is Phonics?
• Phonics teaches children the sounds that individual letters make and the sounds that
different combinations of letters can make in the ‘alphabetic code’ to be able to read.
• Children are taught the alphabetic code and learn to blend sounds together to read a
word.
• Children also learn to segment a word into the sounds they can hear to be able to
spell it.
• How do we teach Phonics?
• We follow Chandlers Ridge Academy Phonics teaching sequence.
• Daily phonics sessions are approximately 25 minutes.
• We use a consistent teaching strategy, phoneme actions, and rhymes for handwriting,
to assist your child's memory and recall of sounds.
• It is important that children articulate these sounds correctly and this will be
demonstrated.

Children should be able to read independently by the end of
the Phonics sequence programme
Nursery- Phase 1- Explores and experiments with sounds and words.
Reception-Phase 2 –Teaches phoneme recognition and how to blend for reading and
segment for writing. Children learn to identify the ‘tricky bit’ in a word, these are
called common exception words or tricky words.
Phase 3 – Teaches digraphs (2 letters that make one sound) and trigraphs (3 letters
that make one sounds) and how to blend them for reading and segment for writing
Phase 4 – Practises blending and segmenting adjacent consonants.
*Reception end

Development
Year 1- Phase 4/5 – Children become familiar with the term long vowel phonemes. They are
introduced to the idea that graphemes can represent more than one phoneme (phoneme
pronunciations) and that phonemes can be represented by more than one grapheme
(phoneme variations).
Year 2- Phase 5/6 – Children learn some of the rarer phoneme grapheme correspondences.
They develop automaticity in reading. In particular children reliably recognise digraphs and
trigraphs as representing one sound. Children should become fluent readers during this
phase and begin to develop comprehension strategies.
Spelling- Children develop strategies for spelling longer words and understand rules for
making choices between spelling alternatives. Children begin to explore spelling conventions
e.g. when using the past tense and adding suffixes etc. Following spelling rules then
continues throughout school.

Terminology & key principles
• Phonemes (sounds in a word) can be in the initial, medial or final position of a word e.g. sat
Phonemes are represented by letters (grapheme)-this is the written representation
A child needs to learn the letters that make up each sound, this is known as phoneme-grapheme
representation or correspondence.
• A phoneme can be represented by one or more letters
A single phoneme represented by 1, 2 or 3 letters e.g. ch- ai –n / h-igh
digraphs – ai, ee, ie, oa, oo, ch, sh, ar, ir, oi, ou, ay, a-e, u-e etc..=2 letters that make 1 sound
trigraphs – igh, air, ear=3 letters that make 1 sound
• The same phoneme can be represented/spelled in more than one way (phoneme variations)
This is very common particularly among the vowels, e.g. rain, may, lake
• The same spelling may represent more than one phoneme (phoneme pronunciations)
E.g. mean, deaf This is where children need to learn the correct pronunciation.

High Frequency Words/ Tricky words
• High Frequency Words or ‘keywords’ are taught during each phase. Many HFW are simple to work
out using phonic blending and sound buttons. However, some are ‘tricky’.
• Children need to be taught strategies for spelling and reading these words that have ‘tricky bits’
in them.
• Explain to your child that some words don’t blend entirely and have tricky parts. A Phoneme
Frame can also be used to apply your child's understanding of segmenting for spelling.

Phase 1-Support for parents
The aim of phase 1 is for children to experience regular opportunities to listen carefully and talk about what
they hear, see and do all around them.
This happens throughout your child’s time in Nursery and this should continue beyond.
Expose your children to:
Environmental sounds made all around us
Instrumental sounds made by instruments
Body percussion made by clapping, stomping, clicking etc
Rhythm and rhyme in poetry, songs, stories
Alliteration-words beginning with the same sound
Voice sounds-noises made by things they can copy, sounds they can say
Oral blending and segmenting of words (clap them, say them slowly, stretch the sounds out for your child to
hear them).
All of this teaches your child to:
Tune into sounds (auditory discrimination)
Listen and remember sounds (auditory memory and sequencing)
Talk about sounds (developing vocabulary and language comprehension).

Home learning and how you can help
In year 1&2 your child will be given a copy of the following:
• Phonics mats
• Handwriting formation card
• Passwords for home learning on the inside cover of their reading record
• Reading comprehension questions which you can use at home when your child is reading to support
their understanding (comprehension of a text)
Your child may be given the following:
• Smiley face and phoneme frame game to revise, consolidate and overlearn previously taught sounds to
play at home where repetition and practise is needed. This will come with a set of instructions on how to
play.
• Additional letter formation practise
• Information to extend spelling ability
• Information to extend reading comprehension ability

Here is the handwriting mat we use in school.

Handwriting support

• Encourage your child to form their letters
correctly.
• Encourage them to tickle over the top of the
letter on the mat and letters you have written.
• Start at the correct place (pink spot).
• Practise this as regularly as possible.
• Correct formation of a letter can have a
significant impact on your child's ability to write
and spell with fluency.
• Use the handwriting rhyme regularly to assist in
helping your child to remember how to form it
correctly.
• Encourage identification of lower and upper
case letters shown at the bottom of the mat.

Phonemes and tricky words are in Phases

Phase 2-Support for parents

This is the first sequence of sounds in the phonics code
that your child will learn. The children learn the sounds
shown here in order from left to right. Your child may
need to revisit and revise these sounds already taught.
• Help your child to pronounce the sounds correctly.
• Do the action-this assists memory and recall
• Say the sound with the picture ‘s as in snake’, ‘a as in
apple’. Ask them to find it. The picture will aid you!
• As they become more familiar, say the sound
(without mentioning the picture) and the child has to
find it/point to it.
• Extend by saying the sounds randomly and they have
to find them quickly by pointing to them.
• Encourage your child to say or find other words
around the house that have the same sound.
• Use the terminology from a previous slide where you
can. This is used in school.
• Say that tricky words have tricky parts and aren't
sounded out in the same way as a decodable word.

Phonemes and tricky words are organised in
Phases

Phase 3-Support for parents
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After learning all of the Phase 2 sounds, your child will move to
Phase 3. Your child may can revise and practise these sounds.
Play the sound recognition game. Encourage your child to point
to the sounds like typing on a keyboard when you say the sound.
Help your child to pronounce the sounds correctly.
Do the action-this assists memory and recall
Say the sound with the picture ‘j as in jam’, ‘ ch as in chair’ etc.
Ask them to find it. The picture will aid you!
As they become more familiar, say the sound (without
mentioning the picture or use the version without pictures) and
your child has to find it/point to it.
Extend by saying the sounds randomly and they have to find
them quickly.
Encourage your child to say or find other words that have the
same sound.
Ask your child to stretch the sounds they see in words to read
them (blending) e.g. chair = ch-air, show= sh-ow. Find them on
the mat.
Say words and ask your child to break them up into sounds
to spell them (Segmenting). Find them on the mat.
Encourage your child to read and spell the tricky words. These
words can not be sounded out by phonics as they have ‘tricky
parts’ and cannot be entirely decoded using the phonics code.

Phase 4-Support for parents
Phase 4 introduces your child to ending adjacent
consonants and beginning adjacent consonants.
*Beware – Adjacent consonants are not digraphs. They still make
two distinct separate sounds.

• Encourage your child to see patterns in words, other
words that have the same ending/beginning. This will
also assist in recognising rhyming words.
• Blend adjacent consonants endings in words
e.g nest, vest/hand, band, stand/tusk, rusk/belt, melt
• Blend adjacent consonants beginnings in words e.g
tree, truck/Gruffalo, growl/brush, brown/ twin, twizzle
• Encourage your child to apply this skill when reading
unfamiliar words, (CCVC, CVCC, CCVCC)
star nest clap flag milk text twins
• Use your imagination to jazz these games up and make
them suit your child’s needs.
• Play phonics games available online at the appropriate
phase (‘phonics play’, ‘Teach your monster to read’)

Phase 5-Support for parents
At Phase 5-Children become familiar with the term long vowel phonemes. They learn that phonemes can be represented by
more than one grapheme (phoneme variations/alternative spelling choices). The more exposure your child has to this the
more confident they will become when segmenting for spelling.

Phase 5-Support for parents
At Phase 5-Children are also introduce to the idea that graphemes can represent more than one phoneme ( alternative
pronunciations) and that phonemes can be represented by more than one grapheme (alternative spellings). The more
exposure your child has to this the more confident they will become when segmenting for spelling.

The Phonics screening check
• During your child’s phonics journey, children will sit a statutory phonics screen
to see how well they are able to use their understanding of the phonics code
to read real and nonsense words.
• The children will refer to nonsense words as alien words that are not real.
• If your child is in Year 2 they should have taken a Phonics test in Year 1 to see
if they were achieving the ‘expected level’ of phonics understanding by
completing an assessment on real and non-sense words.
• Due to the pandemic, nationally this did not take place.
• All children currently in year 2 are required to take a past version of the
phonics test. This will be completed by the end of December 2021.
• This has given time to recap, revisit and revise any learning gaps in children's
phonic development following their absence from school during lockdown.

Phonics continued
• Y2 Children who do not pass by the end of Autumn term, and are not learning their phonics sounds
at the expected level, will continue to receive additional intervention.
• These children will be required to re-sit a new phonics test again in June along with the Year 1
children.
• Children in Year 1 are due to take this year’s Phonics screening in June of 2022.

